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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 300, Sunday July 1, 2012
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Media Phone
The Zetas have long explained that discussions among the elite take place only face-to-face, for fear that
an email or phone call will be tapped and the public become aware of the cover-up. They have apparently
become frustrated with this restriction, and found a new way to communicate with each other – using the
media! Of course, these messages are in code, having a dual meaning, but the intent is clear. Take the
case of Prince Charles’ message to the Heads of State at the G20 meet in Rio. Is he talking about saving
the world from Global Warming or saving the British royalty?

Rio+20: Prince Charles in Climate Change Warning
June 17, 2012
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-18479724
“Like a sleepwalker, we seem unable to wake up to the fact that so many of the catastrophic
consequences of carrying on with 'business-as-usual' are bearing down on us faster than we think,
already dragging many millions more people into poverty and dangerously weakening global food, water
and energy security for the future," he said. "One thing is clear. We need to be much more informed about
the actual state of the planet. We do not have nearly enough knowledge on which to base the decisions
that will be the best for the long term. Until we do, we expose ourselves to the mounting danger of major
shifts in policy that are not well conceived, but come as panicked responses to crises that could have
been avoided."
ZetaTalk Explanation 6/23/2012: Is Prince Charles talking about the mythical Global Warming issues or
the pending Pole Shift? The latter issue seems to fit his words more closely. Global Warming after all was
supposed to be gradual, with lots of time to make adjustments as the need became obvious. The Pole
Shift will be sudden. Charles in fact is using a word WE, the Zetas, used extensively when first starting
ZetaTalk – catastrophic. We called the Pole Shift the “cataclysms” in the very first page ever written for
the ZetaTalk Pole Shift section. What is he talking about when he says “need to be much more informed
about the actual state of the planet”? He is clearly not talking about Global Warming, which has had so
many fact gathering studies ongoing for years. He is complaining that NASA is not informing Heads of
State!
What “panicked response to crisis” is he worried about, when Global Warming is a slow moving crisis,
projected to put the globe in danger only in 100 years or so? He fears closed borders for those on the
British Isles, a trend that is already apparent. Britain will drown, and take to boats to even save its people,
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with only a diminished island popping up here and there. Oh dear, no time or resources for royal
treatment of dear Prince Charles! The “decisions that will be best for the long term” involve saving the
monarchy, clearly. Charles and the Queen have been discussing the cold shoulder they are receiving
around the world. The royalty will die with the Pole Shift, that is becoming clear. Why would Charles go
public with such a warning? He is not present in Rio, as royalty does not stoop to such lowly activities. But
he wishes to buttonhole the Heads of State that he feels should change their priorities. Save the royalty!
Then there is the matter of the $42,000,000 clock! Certainly what the world has been waiting for, and the
best use of $42,000,000. It’s function? To act like a clock. Is there a hidden agenda here, a hidden
meaning? There is indeed, per the Zetas, who state the emphasis on “long term” planning by the
billionaire using his small change for this gesture has yet another meaning – to encourage other
billionaires to tend to their bunkers! Jeff Bezos of Amazon has recently delved into space shuttles, with
his now defunct Blue Origins shuttle, as has Richard Brandson with his Virgin Galactic. Escape into space
will not provide safety, however, as they are coming to realize.
What Makes Jeff Bezos Tick? A $42 Million Clock, for StartersTITLE
June 19, 2012
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304543904577395164138218638.html
Mr. Bezos has already gained some fame with his Blue Origin space-travel project. But the 48-year-old,
whose net worth is estimated at $20 billion has financed a group, the Long Now Foundation, that is
building what he calls "The 10,000 Year Clock" deep inside a mountain on his West Texas property, not
far from his rocket-launch site. "The reason I'm doing it is that it is a symbol of long-term thinking, and the
idea of long-term responsibility," said Mr. Bezos “It's going to be increasingly important over time for
humanity to take a longer-term view of its future."
Virgin Galactic Space flights to start Within a Year
September 16, 2011
http://www.news.com.au/travel/news/virgin-galactic-space-flights-to-start-within-a-year
A number of private companies are rushing to fill the gap left by NASA, which ended its 30-year shuttle
program in July with the completion of the final Atlantis mission to the International Space Station (ISS).
ZetaTalk Explanation 6/23/2012: What is the relationship between Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic
plans to put those with money into space and perhaps even build a hotel up there, and Jeff Bezon’s past
efforts on his Blue Origin space travel project to shuttle to the ISS? Both these billionaires know what is
coming, for planet Earth. They both know how the common man will suffer. Has this caused them to fund
survival camps, moving the masses from the cities to places that are self-sustaining? They are part of the
elite, and plan only for the survival of they and their friends. What then is to be made of a 42 million dollar
clock? If Prince Charles is talking to Heads of State via the media, asking them to help the British royalty
perpetuate itself, the elite are also using the media to speak to their fellow elite. This is, in essence, a
telegram or a phone call, a card in the mail or a candy-gram. He is saying he wants them all to be
concerned about the long term, not just the immediate future, and by that he means they should be
concerned about bunker security rather than beach homes.

India Steady Sink
The Zetas have predicted that India will be plunged under the Himalayas, and that the Indo-Australian
Plate is steadily tilting in this direction as the 7 of 10 plate movements proceed.
ZetaTalk Prediction 1/21/2012: India, which is continuing to sink throughout all the Earth changes. India
will go down suddenly, during the hour of the pole shift, but the steady loss of elevation that is already in
process will have made many parts of India soggy, and the populace frightened. Those pushed to the
side, toward Bangladesh will find themselves pushed into the floodlands, floundering there. Those pushed
toward Pakistan will also be slogging through floodlands, and then finding they have encountered the
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tiger's mouth as the Indus Valley is the sinking edge for the plate holding India.
This can be seen in the past month as sea water has assaulted the continent, from one side of the plate
to the other, from Pakistan in the Indus Valley to Chennai on the east coast of India to the Naaf River bay
on the eastern border of Bangladesh. There has been a sudden influx of seawater in a tsunami like
fashion, though no quakes were reported. In the case of the Indus Valley flooding, the steady loss of
elevation means that sea walls have become necessary and are crumbling from the assaults from the
sea. Mumbai is shuttering regularly on a daily basis. The regular time for the Mumbai shuttering, between
4:00 pm to 6:00 pm, shows this to be related to the Earth wobble, stress on the plate holding India during
the daily shifting of the globe.

More than 30,000 People have been Displaced by Breach in Rohri Canal
May 15, 2012
http://tribune.com.pk/story/378786/more-than-30000-people-have-been-displaced-by-breach-in-rohri-canal/
More than 25 villages, in New Saeedabad taluka of Matiari district – including almost the whole union
council of Bhale Dino Kaka submerged – causing between 30,000 and 40,000 people to lose their homes.

Giant Waves Flood Shore Temple in Mamallapuram
June 20, 2012
http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2012-06-20/chennai/32334353_1_giant-waves
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Giant waves, more than 12 feet high, hit the northern side of the famous shore temple at Mamallapuram,
60 km from Chennai, on Tuesday evening, leaving the heritage monument three feet deep in water. Sea
water gushed inland for about 75 metres, leaving behind a pool of water.

1 Killed, 7 Missing as Boats Capsize in Naaf River
June 16, 2012
http://www.daily-sun.com/details_1-killed,-7-missing-as-boats-capsize-in-Naaf-river_176_1_10_1_0.html
Seawater entered the locality through the broken embankment and marooned at least 15,000 villagers of
the upazila. According to sources, seawater rose about two meters above the normal level in the Teknaf
area flooding a vast area of the upazila. The tidal surge affected villages are Jalia para, Side para,
Khankar Dail, Sudar para, Dakkin Jalia para, Nazir para, Moulavi para, Mondal para, Panchhari para,
Majer para, Dakkin para and Paschim para. At least 400 houses, 15 shrimp farms and 200 acres of crop
land and salt beds have gone under 2 to 3 feet tidal water.

Spooked by Mystery Tremors, WR asks for Met Dept Probe
June 13, 2012
http://www.punemirror.in/article/3/2012061320120613115918190273fc7f3/Spooked-by-mystery-tremors
A series of unexplained, low-intensity tremors being felt on a daily basis in two separate pockets in south
Mumbai over the last few weeks have forced office-goers to ask for a detailed seismological investigation
of the area. The offices being affected include the higher floors in a row of buildings, particularly Bharat
House and Apollo House, at Bombay Samachar Marg in Kala Ghoda, and the Western Railway's
headquarters and administrative buildings on both sides of the road at Churchgate. The tremors occur
between 4 and 6 pm every day, almost like clockwork, and last about 2-3 seconds.
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UFO Plethora
The Zetas predicted at the start of the ZetaTalk saga in 1995 that UFO sightings would be on the
increase, including mass sightings, and this certainly has been the trend. Sightings are getting into the
media like never before, despite the official cover-up over the alien presence. Per the Zeta, this is
because the media does not want to look like it’s out of touch.
ZetaTalk 1995 Prediction: Sightings will increase. An increasing number of photos and videos will
develop.
ZetaTalk Explanation 6/23/2012: In step with the increased mass sightings around the world, the
establishment is allowing documentary films on UFOs to be aired. The cover-up crowd would prefer they
not do this, but others in the establishment argue that they will lose credibility if they ignore the obvious.
Ignoring the increasing sightings, often mass sightings seen by entire cities, looks like a cover-up, and
that would raise even more questions in the public mind. So documentaries, using past footage and
reports, are being trotted forth. It is not a sincere attempt to educate the public, nor a sincere admission
that a cover-up has been ongoing, but merely a reaction on the part of the establishment to avoid future
embarrassment.
UFO sightings documented only this past month show how widespread they now are, and how often the
media gives them center stage! UFO’s have buzzed the cities of Atlanta on June 4, Moscow on June 23,
Phoenix on June 1, over Utah on June 19, over Sweden on May 31, to name but a few, and they hit the
press or were a topic on TV in Russia on June 20, Missouri on May 29, California on June 6, and Tijuana
on May 30.

'Catamaran' UFO Filmed over Russia (Video)
June 20, 2012
http://news.gather.com/viewArticle.action?articleId=281474981416142
A weird, new kind of UFO, shaped like what can only be described as a catamaran boat hull, was filmed
in the cloudy twilight skies over an unidentified city in Russia.
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UFO Splits into Glowing Triangle over Apple Valley
June 6, 2012
http://news.gather.com/viewArticle.action?articleId=281474981380359
A glowing orb hovering over the skies of Apple Valley, California on Monday split up into three distinct
orbs comprising the now familiar triangle UFO shape in an extended video of the sighting posted to
YouTube. What is it?
Disc-Shaped UFO Scares Tijuana Residents
May 30, 2012
http://news.gather.com/viewArticle.action?articleId=281474981365334
A mysterious UFO sighting last Friday had some Tijuanans wondering if their city was being visited by
extraterrestrials. The strange disc-shaped vehicle is motionless throughout the video, and you can clearly
see pulsating lights on the top and bottom of the craft.

Tornados Worldwide
Tornado alley in the US expects tornados, though the record breaking onslaught that occurred in 2011
and may yet occur in 2012 is new. But tornadoes are occurring all over the world, in places where never
seen before, or rarely so. The Earth wobble roils the atmosphere, which is the reason the Zetas long ago
predicted the Earth would see an increase in tornadoes, and see them in areas not used to tornadoes.
They knew the Earth wobble was going to arrive, and this would be the inevitable result.
ZetaTalk Prediction 9/15/1999: Massive tornadoes such as recently tore through Oklahoma will not go
away, but will be on the increase and will occur in places that do not experience such tornadoes.

Japan: Not Fukushima Again! Now it's Tornados?
June 22, 2012
http://politicsandfinance.blogspot.com/2012/06/not-fukushima-again-now-its-tornados.html
One of the most powerful tornadoes ever recorded in the nation hit Tsukuba, about 170 kilometers (106
miles) southwest of the Fukushima Dai-Ichi facility. The tornado, one of four to make landfall on May 6,
ripped through an area 17 kilometers long and 500 meters wide. The twisters killed a teenage boy, injured
50, wrecked nearly 300 houses and raised concern among scientists about tornado risk at the Fukushima
plant, where explosions last year blew roofs off pools holding spent uranium fuel rods.
Saskatchewan: Twisters Touch Down in Saskatchewan
June 15, 2012
http://cjme.com/story/photos-twisters-touch-down-saskatchewan/61785
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Twisters and funnel clouds were spotted near the Town of Biggar, Wilkie and Unity. A twister was spotted
near Compeer on the Alberta border northwest of Kindersley.
Venezuela : Tornado in Venice
June 13, 2012
http://classmeteo.weather.com/meteo/portale/news/tornado-a-venezia-danni-allisola-di-santelena/
Yesterday morning around 11:15 am on the Lagoon of Venice has formed a real tornado, which hit in the
middle of some of the islands, especially those of St. Helena and St. Erasmus, where there is substantial
damage to pine forest to the boats, small and large size.
Hungary : In the Wake of Tornadoes Nyíracsádi
June 14, 2012
http://www.haon.hu/a-nyiracsadi-tornado-nyomaban/2007330
85 year old never seen like this before, but he said he would never forget this one. His house is damaged,
and not safe.
US: 100 Tornadoes in 24 Hours, but Plenty of Notice
April 16, 2012
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/16/us/violent-storms-cut-across-the-central-plains.html?ref=earth
The tornadoes were unrelenting — more than 100 in 24 hours over a stretch of the Plains states. They
tossed vehicles and ripped through homes. They drove families to their basements and whipped debris
across small towns throughout the Midwest. In some areas, baseball-size hail rained from the sky.
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